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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF
Citizens of Graham Fire & Rescue,
I'm humbled and honored to serve as the Fire
Chief of Graham Fire & Rescue. Over the past 25
Chief Oscar Espinosa
years, I've watched our community grow from a
rural to a suburban environment, and have worked to mitigate the
impacts of that growth in relation to emergency response.
In 2021, your 106 firefighters and paramedics responded to 8,179
emergency calls, which was 835 calls higher than we received in
2020. Of our total calls in 2021, 68% were for emergency medical
services, 12% were good intent calls, 11% were service calls, 4%
were related to fires, 3% were false alarms/false calls, and 1% were
for hazardous materials response, ruptures/explosions, and special
incidents.
As we move forward, it is important to recognize all that we
accomplished under Chief Dale's leadership including but not
limited to; increasing our daily minimum staffing, obtaining voter
approval for a stable and sustainable funding source, and creating
three person engine companies.
I look forward to working together as we adapt and enhance our
service delivery to meet the needs of our growing community. If you
have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me directly by
emailing oespinosa@grahamfire.org.
Stay safe,
Fire Chief Oscar Espinosa

BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS UPDATE
We said goodbye to Commissioner Adam Rosenlund at the December
Board of Fire Commissioner's meeting. Many changes took place
during his tenure and under his leadership. We thank Commissioner
Rosenlund for his time, commitment and perpetual positive attitude.
In addition, we performed the ceremonial swearing in of the our two
newest Commissioners, Nick Bakker and Russ Barstow. Join us in
thanking them for their commitment to serve our community, citizens,
and firefighters.
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SMOKE ALARMS SAVE LIVES
Smoke alarms that are properly installed and
maintained play a vital role in reducing fire deaths
and injuries. If there is a fire in your home, smoke
spreads fast and you need smoke alarms to give you time to get out.
The National Fire Protection Agency recommends the following:
A closed door may slow the spread of smoke, heat and fire.
Install smoke alarms in every sleeping room and outside each
separate sleeping area. Install alarms on every level of the home.
Smoke alarms should be interconnected. When one sounds, they
all sound.
Large homes may need extra smoke alarms.
Test your smoke alarms at least once a month. Press the test
button to be sure the alarm is working.
When a smoke alarm sounds, get outside and stay outside.
Replace all smoke alarms in your home every 10 years.

FATHER AND SON DUO SERVING THE
RESIDENTS OF GRAHAM FIRE & RESCUE
Lieutenant Thad Richardson and his son, Cole
Richardson, both work as firefighters for GFR.
“Working with Cole is a surreal experience”
stated Thad. “Everyone will attest to the fact
that kids grow up way too fast, but sometimes
I have to pinch myself when I get to work with
this wonderful young man. He absorbs information so readily and
performs with the work ethic that even I aspire to attain.”
Cole shared a similar sentiment when asked about what it’s like
working with his dad. He values having his dad around to ask
questions, talk through a tough day at work, or talk about
opportunities he’s excited to pursue.
“I look up to him in many ways; his dedication to his craft and
crew, his leadership within the department, and his ability to bring
people together are all very unique” added Cole.
[CONTINUE READING AT WWW.GRAHAMFIRE.ORG]
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GRAHAM FIRE & RESCUE WELCOMES
NEW DEPUTY CHIEF OF OPERATIONS
Graham Fire & Rescue welcomes Chief Jennett
Nielson as its new Deputy Chief of Operations,
making history as the department’s first female
Deputy Chief.
Nielson has served over 20 years with Central
Pierce Fire & Rescue (CPFR), starting as a
firefighter, and working her way up to Acting
Battalion Chief, while also serving as the Interim Assistant Chief of
the Information Technology Consortium. During her time at CPFR,
Nielson has served on the Technical Recue team, Auto Extrication
team, Peer Support team, and has worked on numerous projects
related to policy development, firefighter training, and officer
development.
“I have a lot of enthusiasm and resolve that Chief Nielson is a
perfect fit for our organization. She is a highly respected, peoplecentric leader,” said Fire Chief Oscar Espinosa. “Her style and values
align with our organization and she is very capable of challenging
and supporting me so I perform at my best as Fire Chief.”
Nielson has a passion for mentorship and helping others achieve
successful careers in the fire service. In her spare time, she
volunteers for various leadership camps, such as Camp Blaze,
Women in Fire, and Capital Metro Fire Girls Camp. She also enjoys
participating in the LLS Firefighter Stairclimb, Relay for Life, and
Muscular Dystrophy Association Fill the Boot campaigns.
“After serving 23 years in the fire service, I am honored to be taking
on this new role where I can mentor and invest in personnel,”
stated Nielson. “I couldn’t think of a higher honor in such a noble
profession.”
Nielsen’s first day with Graham Fire & Rescue was February 1, 2022.

